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LOW FREQUENCY EMI
MEASUREMENTS AND DEMONSTRATIONS
______________________________________________

Low-frequency electromagnetic interference
effects are arguably among the hardest to
mitigate. They are dominated by magnetic
coupling between analog devices and are always
in the near field. CRT screens, now being
rapidly replaced by LCD and other flat panel
displays, are among the most susceptible victims
of nearby AC and DC sources. This paper will
review the relevant physics and will demonstrate
some low-frequency measurement tools and
mitigation measures.

I.

Introduction

II. How low can you get, and what is it like when you
get there?
III. Demonstrations of magnetic shielding effectiveness
and other effects using a CRT.
IV. Case Study: Light rail signal circuits and power
lines. Measurements of shielding effectiveness in
steel pipes.
V. Case Study: Color CRT interference in a classroom. Review of causes of the effect and the tools
and techniques used to track them down.
VI. A second look at degaussing tools.
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ARE WE IN THE NEAR FIELD OR RADIATION ZONE?
______________________________________________
CHECK DISTANCE TO THE SOURCE AND COMPARE IT TO
ë/(2ð) = c/(2ðf)
where c = speed of light
(3x108 meters/sec . 186,000 miles/sec).
At 10 kHz, ë/2ð is about 4.8 kilometers or 3 miles.
At 60 Hz, ë/2ð is about 80 kilometers or 500 miles.

This means that we are always in the near field when dealing
with sources and radiated coupling at audio frequencies.

LIFE IN THE NEAR FIELD
______________________________________________
! Field strength dependence on distance and field geometry
are characteristics of the sources in free-space cases.
These fields are not plane electromagnetic waves.
! Low-f voltage sources produce predominantly electric
fields, termed high-impedance from the E/H ratio.
Electrostatics principles and/or Ohm’s Law are good
guides. Coaxial cable shielding and conductive enclosures work well. Use low-f grounding methods.
! Low-f current sources produce predominantly magnetic
fields (thus, low Z). Consider the magnetic field lines from
each source as an electromagnet. Twisted pair cables,
ferromagnetic shields, reorientation, and increased
separation are the tools. Ground loops must be minimized.
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DEMONSTRATIONS WITH A COLOR CRT
______________________________________________
! Iron pipe vs. copper pipe as shield around a bar magnet.
! Degaussing the shadow mask by various methods.
! Notes:
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Demagnetizing (“degaussing”) curve. Vertical (B) axis is the
total magnetic induction and the horizontal (H) axis is the
applied magnetic field. The AC current in the degaussing coil
runs the material around the loop, while one slowly withdraws
the device to decrease the applied field strength.

Magnetization curves for ferromagnetic materials with differing
remanent magnetic fields and hysteresis widths. Highperformance shielding materials are magnetically “soft”, with
high permeability and (ideally) high saturation magnetization.
Multiple-layer shields made from different alloys may be
required to achieve desired attenuation (i.e. shielding factor).
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MEASUREMENTS OF SHIELDING FACTORS IN
STEEL CONDUIT
______________________________________________

! Inductive coordination study for new light rail line in area
with multiple transmission and distribution lines.
! Signal, communication and control circuits were to be
carried on wires in rigid steel buried parallel to tracks (and
power lines).
! Task was to calculate induced voltages and currents on
those wires under a variety of normal and fault conditions.
! No specifications for magnetic or conductive properties of
commercial conduit were available.
! Nuclear EMP studies were relevant, but still classified.

SMALL RESEARCH PROJECTS FOLLOWED
______________________________________________
! First project, funded by a Pew Trusts grant, used a 3-m by
5-m planar coil powered by a 275-watt audio amplifier,
resonated by capacitors at selected f’s from 40 to 1200 Hz.
! We used the Bell Gaussmeter with Hall-effect probe inside
the conduit. We had problems with AC fields coupled into
cables and the instrumentation housed in a nearby room.
We developed modestly effective "hum bucking" system
with adjustable amplitude and phase cancellation.
! We measured the shielding factor S defined as
20 log [field without pipe / field inside pipe].
! Reported results (with large error bars) at the 1986 Santa
Clara Valley EMC Symposium, led by the late Joe Wujeck.
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MUCH IMPROVED MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
______________________________________________

! Source was changed to a 66-cm diameter Helmholtz coil.
Pickup was changed to planar search coil. Search coil
voltage was measured with HP 3581A Wave Analyzer,
which also drove the power amplifier and Helmholtz coil at
resonance through a series capacitor. Apparatus photo
and diagrams on slides 12-14.
! Data for 2" steel pipe appears on slide 15. We reported
these results at the 1990 EMC Event in Bloomington, MN,
sponsored by Kimmel-Gerke Associates and Amador.
! Both field ducting and eddy currents contribute to the
shielding. Diagrams for each mechanism on slides 16-17.
! Data for copper pipe on slide 18. Only eddy current
shielding happens here, of course, with frequency rise.

Conduit shielding measurement apparatus, Nobel Hall, 1990.
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Transverse magnetic field shielding measurement apparatus
using Helmholtz coil, search/pickup coil and HP Wave Analyzer.

Instrumentation for shield factor measurements and Helmholtz
coil drive circuit. A lock-in amplifier (EG&G Model 5205 or
5209) was later used in place of the HP 3581A Wave Analyzer.
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Transverse magnetic field shielding of interior of permeable
cylinder, such as a steel pipe.
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Transverse magnetic field shielding of interior of a conducting
cylinder, such as steel or copper pipe, due to eddy current
effects.

Measured and predicted shielding performance of copper
plumbing pipe (1.5" O.D. nominal) at low audio frequencies.
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CASE OF CRT COLOR DISTORTION IN A CLASSROOM
______________________________________________
! There were locations in one of our physics classrooms in
Olin Hall (built in 1990-91) where color monitors
experienced severe and constant color distortion. Slides
21-22 show the effects.
! This led to a project in 1999 to measure the fields and
locate their sources.
! Lesser effects were seen at other locations, including near
one wall.
! In recent years the effect at the worst spot has declined,
but there are still several “hot” locations. A new ceiling
projector system has replaced the monitors on carts and
made the problem operationally irrelevant (but also
unfortunately less useful as a teaching vehicle).

MEASUREMENTS AND DETECTIVE WORK
______________________________________________
! The standard monitors we used were 27" Sony or
Panasonic, placed on tall carts. See slide 21.
! An early test confirmed that the effects were a great deal
stronger near the floor. Slide 22.
! Student Jessica Midgarden designed and built a jig from
PVC pipe and Velcro and measured the vector magnetic
fields at various locations. Slide 23.
! Additional testing confirmed the source of the field as
permanently magnetized floor rebar and conduit tray rods.
Steel conduit served to concentrate the field lines, but the
AC current carriers within were not the source of these DC
effects. Slides 24 and 25.
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TV monitor on cart in physics classroom experiences color
distortion. The pattern is steady and there is residual
magnetization that is not cleaned up by the automatic
degaussing cycle during power-up.

Not much question about the stray field being a lot stronger on
the floor!
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Student researcher Jessica Midgarden uses her non-metallic
test fixture with Bell gaussmeter to measure DC magnetic field
strength and direction at selected locations .

Field measurements above the ceiling tiles in the room
immediately below the classroom reached 20 Gauss, or about
40 times the Earth’s field strength.
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Close-up of conduits and supports at the “hot spot”. The
highest fields were measured at the ends of the threaded rods
holding up the tray brackets .

HALL PROBES, FLUX PROBES, AND PICKUP COILS
______________________________________________
! Most magnetic field meters or DMM auxiliary probes use
Hall-effect devices. Capabilities to measure separate AC
and DC fields vary, as do bandwidths and sensitivity.
! For AC measurements and shielding situations a flux
probe or pickup coil offers the advantages of DC field
rejection, directionality, and flexibility when used with a
tunable voltmeter or lock-in amplifier.
! The Eagle Magnetics Model DL 100 flux probe yields 100
mV per Gauss at 60 Hz and is calibrated to 1 kHz.
! A much cheaper and more compact alternative is the
Radio Shack telephone pickup coil (#44-533B). Its
sensitivity is about half that of the Eagle probe and it is
less directional.
I’ve not measured the frequency
response of our units yet.
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A CLOSER LOOK AT THE WELLER SOLDERING GUN
_______________________________________
! Demonstrations of magnetizing and demagnetizing small
objects.
! How much current do you think passes through the tip?
Circle your answer:
a) 20 A

b) 75 A

c) 150 A

d) 600 A

! Measurement of tip current with clamp-on ammeter.
! Circuit diagram on slide 29.
! Measurements of magnetic fields near gun with Eagle
probe and DMM.
! One last fling with the toys.
Thank you. Q & A, as time permits.
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Weller 8200 Soldering Gun Circuit Diagram
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